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Introduction 

Terraforming a planet consists in the human-driven process of making it habitable 

for terrestrial organisms by mean of changing its atmospheric and surface conditions. The 

idea is that, after preliminary changes devoted to make the planet conditions more 

suitable for life, it can be colonized by microorganisms. These microorganisms will 

accelerate some changes to make the planet conditions acceptable for plant life which, 

then, will be able to generate enough oxygen to eventually allow the colonization by 

animals, including humans. Due to Mars similarities with Earth, it has been proposed as 

the most promisingcandidate planet at the Solar System for such a process. 

Some polemical points arise from this concept. In particular we focus our interest 

on getting feedback from representatives of different beliefs and scientific backgrounds of 

our society. We are very grateful for taking some time and patience in answering the 

following questions. 

 Questions 

1-Do you think space exploration and terraforming other planets are necessary 

conditions for the survival of our species? 

2-What do you think about the economical and social cost that this project would 

imply? 

3-Faced with the dilemma of trying to solve the problems of our planet (famine, 

ecological disasters, overpopulation, etc.) or colonizing another one in which a new 

civilization could be founded, what do you think would be the best option? 

4-Do you think the colonization of another planet like Mars might be a new 

opportunity for humans to start again, trying to avoid the mistakes of the past? 

5-If there were life on Mars, would you consider to legitimate the introduction of 

terrestrial organisms that could compete and, perhaps, displace the native life forms? 

6-If you had the opportunity to be part of a colony in Mars, would you be 

interested in accepting it, considering what it would entail (living in underground cities, in 

precarious conditions, etc)? 

7-Which selection process do you think would be the most adequate for choosing 

the humans colonizers of Mars? 



8-Sci-Fi has proposed two different approaches related to the colonization of other 

planets: terraforming and on the other hand, the genetic modification of humans in order 

to adapt them to harsh environments. In you opinion, which is the best option? 

9-Is the terraforming of Mars doable in long-term? 

10-What would you say to all people who think it is better to invest money in 

order to obtain knowledge about terrestrial  living forms before starting research to find 

aliens on other planets 

11-What do you think about the impossibilities of modifying some physical 

parameters of Mars  (e.g the presence of a weak magnetosphere and  the changing rotation 

axis) and  their possible effects on Mars terraforming process?  

12-Terrestial organisms are adapted to the environments that they inhabit, where 

their biological efficacy is much higher than the one that they would have in any martian 

environment. Do you think  leaving a terrestrial organism in Mars might affect the survival 

of its species? Could that also affect the interactions that it might establish in a nascent 

biosphere with other species? 

  



Daniel Altschuler 

 

Daniel Altschuler: Author of several divulgative books (being Children of the 

Stars the most important one) he was also the director of Arecibo Observatory (Puerto 

Rico)from 1991 to 2003. His research interests center on the study of the variability of the 

radio continuum of extragalactic radio sources. He was also involved in a project to map 

the galaxy distribution behind the anticenter region of the galactic plane. 

 

ANSWERS 

1-Do you think space exploration and terraforming other planets are necessary 

conditions for the survival of our species? 

NO, not necessary nor sufficient. On the other hand, our impact on our planet is a 

kind of terradeforming of our planet and might lead to our demise. It will be necessary to 

stop this global environmental change if we want to survive. 

2-What do you think about the economical and social cost that this project would 

imply? 

Even such a simple (in comparison) endeavour as a manned visit to Mars will cost a 

large amount of resources ($ and people) which should be employed to solve the problems of 

OUR planet. 



3-Faced with the dilemma of trying to solve the problems of our planet (famine, 

ecological disasters, overpopulation, etc.) or colonizing another one in which a new 

civilization could be founded, what do you think would be the best option? 

I do not think there is an option. Even if it were possible to terraform Mars (it is quite 

different from Earth with much less mass, and therefore much less lifetime for atmospheric 

gasses), the problem would be that humans there would end up with the same mess that we 

have on earth. 

4-Do you think the colonization of another planet like Mars might be a new 

opportunity for humans to start again, trying to avoid the mistakes of the past? 

NO, (see above) and also if we can learn from past mistakes and avoid them we can 

also do this on a future earth 

5-If there were life on Mars, would you consider to legitimate the introduction of 

terrestrial organisms that could compete and, perhaps, displace the native life forms? 

This is an ethical problem. It is analogous to what happened in the Americas, where 

we introduced European diseases into societies which had no resistance to them. We should 

NOT do this, but we did it in the past on Earth. On the other hand, for valid scientific reasons, 

we do not wish to contaminate other planets with our biology, since we want to understand if 

there was an independent biology that could have developed on them. 

6-If you had the opportunity to be part of a colony in Mars, would you be 

interested in accepting it, considering what it would entail (living in underground cities, in 

precarious conditions, etc)? 

NO GRACIAS. 

7-Which selection process do you think would be the most adequate for choosing 

the humans colonizers of Mars? 

Probably a raffle among those interested. Or we could do what the English colonizers 

of America did, send all our criminals. 

8-Sci-Fi has proposed two different approaches related to the colonization of other 

planets: terraforming and on the other hand, the genetic modification of humans in order 

to adapt them to harsh environments. In you opinion, which is the best option? 



Hard to say, but it does seem more difficult to modify humans so they can breathe a 

different atmosphere, say, or eat rocks. 

9-Is the terraforming of Mars doable in long-term? 

The problem with Mars is its small mass compared to earth. The question would be, if 

you place or produce an atmosphere on Mars, how long does it last before it is lost into 

space? 

10-What would you say to all people who think it is better to invest money in 

order to obtain knowledge about terrestrial  living forms before starting research to find 

aliens on other planets 

I do not think the choice needs to be made. Both enterprises are valid scientific 

explorations and if we need to make choices then if some countries spent just 10% less on 

military expenditures it would be possible to do both things and have money left over for 

other good things. 

11-What do you think about the impossibilities of modifying some physical 

parameters of Mars  (e.g the presence of a weak magnetosphere and  the changing rotation 

axis) and  their possible effects on Mars terraforming process?  

As I mentioned above, those thing one cannot change, and some (like the Mass) might 

mean impossibility for terraforming. 

12-Terrestial organisms are adapted to the environments that they inhabit, where 

their biological efficacy is much higher than the one that they would have in any martian 

environment. Do you think  leaving a terrestrial organism in Mars might affect the survival 

of its species? Could that also affect the interactions that it might establish in a nascent 

biosphere with other species? 

No, given enough time they would evolve and adapt OR go extinct. If they adapt they 

will become biologically efficient. 
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Freancisco Anguita Virella: He is a retiredspanishgeologistfrom Complutense 

Universityof Madrid specialized in vulcanismandpaleonthologywho has beeninvolved in 

thestudybothofthegeologyof Earth-likeplanetsandthosesatellitesfromgaseousplanets. 

 

ANSWERS 

1-Do you think space exploration and terraforming other planets are necessary 

conditions for the survival of our species? 

No, I do not think so. The survival conundrum faced today by Humanity is to be solved 

along this century – or never. This is too short a time to even begin to consider terraforming 

any planet. The real dilemma is whether we have the time, and stamina, to retroterraforming 

Earth. 

As for the longer view: the paleontological record teaches us that a species can last 

ten million years at most. We can be fairly sure that the Sun will be delivering us a stable flow 

of energy during this period. It is Homo sapiens himself, or Evolution, who will kill our 

species, not Astronomy. 

2-What do you think about the economical and social cost that this project would 

imply? 

I confess my ignorance on the detailed budget of the process. I am afraid, though, 

that it would overrun any reasonable inversion, even in the case it would be undertaken as a 

planetary empress. The term social cost is fuzzier to me: could the project provoke social 

unrest? Perhaps about the selection of the happy few who would have the privilege of living 

on a planet whose mean temperature soars to  -225 ºF? 



3-Faced with the dilemma of trying to solve the problems of our planet (famine, 

ecological disasters, overpopulation, etc.) or colonizing another one in which a new 

civilization could be founded, what do you think would be the best option? 

When trying to answer this question, I face a personal dilemma: I have ceased to 

believe that universal justice, wisdom and peace (the necessary previous conditions for 

eradicating famine etc) will ever be reached in this planet. My only, feeble hope is that with 

among so many billions planets in the Universe, perhaps better places exist. 

4-Do you think the colonization of another planet like Mars might be a new 

opportunity for humans to start again, trying to avoid the mistakes of the past? 

Only in theory. For me, it is clear that the mistakes of the past (and, let’s not forget it, 

of the present) are not the product of chance, but of tendencies deeply entrenched in our 

genetic machinery. In “Red Mars”, Kim Stanley Robinson depicted a Mars littered with trash. I 

think he is a prophet. 

5-If there were life on Mars, would you consider to legitimate the introduction of 

terrestrial organisms that could compete and, perhaps, displace the native life forms? 

This is precisely what we have done when colonizing every continent in Earth. Could 

our present, fashionable ecologic thinking compel us to behave differently in Mars? My 

answer: only if we could do it without any economic cost. 

6-If you had the opportunity to be part of a colony in Mars, would you be 

interested in accepting it, considering what it would entail (living in underground cities, in 

precarious conditions, etc)? 

You should have posed this question to me thirty years ago. In my life I have crossed 

many frontiers (physical, ideological, professional…). Now, retired, I see the world with an 

skeptic eye. I would be glad if Mars is colonized, bur this frontier is open to others, not to me. 

7-Which selection process do you think would be the most adequate for choosing 

the humans colonizers of Mars? 

I suppose you are trying to discriminate the most desirable qualities to be possessed 

by would-be Martian colonists. What about a mix of idealism, solidarity, awe, and 

resourcefulness? 



8-Sci-Fi has proposed two different approaches related to the colonization of other 

planets: terraforming and on the other hand, the genetic modification of humans in order 

to adapt them to harsh environments. In your opinion, which is the best option? 

My knowledge of Genetics is too scant to evaluate the second option. What I do know 

is that terraforming faces such challenges that many planetary scientists deem it as a Sci-Fi 

dream. 

9-Is the terraforming of Mars doable in long-term? 

In my opinion, the last part of the question could be spared, since a short term 

process is out of question. The duration of any terraformation project is one major objection. 

One of the last time estimations I know (Marinova et al., 2005) estimate in 10,000 years the 

lapse before any significant change in Mars environment. Ten thousand years ago, the first 

civilizations were emerging in Mesopotamia. Can anyone predict such a long period of 

stability for our present conglomerate of cultures? 

10-What would you say to all people who think it is better to invest money in 

order to obtain knowledge about terrestrial  living forms before starting research to find 

aliens on other planets. 

What Earth life forms need now –and they need it badly- is protection: we cannot 

study them if they are extinct. As for any putative alien life forms, Martian or otherwise, our 

urge to find them comes from the need to answer another very different question: Whether 

Life (with capital) is trivial or not. This is a scientific quest; the former is a case of Love. 

11-What do you think about the impossibilities of modifying some physical 

parameters of Mars  (e.g the presence of a weak magnetosphere and  the changing rotation 

axis) and  their possible effects on Mars terraforming process?  

I do not know of any magnetosphere, weak or not, around Mars: up to now, the only 

detected magnetism is thermoremanent. [In any case, I disagree about the supposed 

importance of a magnetosphere for planetary life, but this is another question]. On the 

contrary, the instability of the rotation axis could be a factor disturbing complex life on Mars. 

The colonists could find difficult to establish a coherent agriculture. This is a minor 

inconvenient, anyway, since most agriculture would be underground. 

12-Terrestrial organisms are adapted to the environments that they inhabit, where 

their biological efficacy is much higher than the one that they would have in any martian 

environment. Do you think  leaving a terrestrial organism in Mars might affect the survival 



of its species? Could that also affect the interactions that it might establish in a nascent 

biosphere with other species? 

It is generally accepted that many extremophile bacteria would be viable on Mars. 

Our knowledge of Martian underground environment isnevertheless too sparse to be sure 

about which ones could survive and thrive and which ones not. As for the eventual relations 

of our extremophiles with possible Martian microorganisms is, for the moment being, just 

Biology-Fiction. 

Reference 

Marinova M.M., McKay C.P. y Hashimoto H. (2005). Radiative-convective model of 

warming Mars with artificial greenhouse gases.J. Geophys. Res., 110, E03002, 

doi:10.1029/2004JE002306. 
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Fernando J. Ballesteros Roselló: He got his phd in physics in 1996 and is an 

astronomer member of the Astronomic Observatory at the University of Valencia. He 

participated on the design and development of the telescope INTEGRAL. He is also 

interested in astrobiology, being researcher at CAB (Center of Astrobioloy of NASA). He 

won in 2006 the “Premio Europeo de Divulgación Científica Estudi General” thanks to his 

book "Gramáticas Extraterrestres" (Extraterrestrial grammars) (Bromera, 2007 - PUV, 

2008). From 2005 to 2008 he was coauthor of the divulgative radio show “ Los sonidos de 

la Ciencia”. 

 

ANSWERS 

1-Do you think space exploration and terraforming other planets are necessary 

conditions for the survival of our species?  

Maybe not necessarily by terraforming, but planet colonization in general (by means 

of domes, for instance) will be necessary for our survival. Of course, terraforming will 

facilitate life for the colonists. Life (and human life) must spread through the Galaxy, 

otherwise we will have for sure an expiry date. It is just common sense: don’t put all your 

eggs in one basket (in this case, the Earth). If we are success in colonize other worlds, our 

odds of long-term survival will improve. 



2-What do you think about the economical and social cost that this project would 

imply?  

It would be problematic, indeed. The economical costs surely will overpass the 

economical results and it would be very difficult to accept for the main part of the society. 

Politicians and scientists will have to be very persuasive. 

3-Faced with the dilemma of trying to solve the problems of our planet (famine, 

ecological disasters, overpopulation, etc.) or colonizing another one in which a new 

civilization could be founded, what do you think would be the best option?  

Of course colonization will not be a solution to those problems: population will grow 

faster than the land we could obtain by terraformation. But I don’t think we have to choose 

between both possibilities. I think we should try to do both things at the same time: solve the 

problems of our world, and expand through the Solar System. The first will be a medium-

term strategy for survival, and the second a very long-term one. Think that, even if Earth 

worsens, living on Earth will still be easier that in other planet. 

4-Do you think the colonization of another planet like Mars might be a new 

opportunity for humans to start again, trying to avoid the mistakes of the past?  

That never happened before. Humans will be humans. We always forget and repeat 

the same errors, even if we start with a population of well educated colonists, like scientists. 

Just look all the quarrels and arguments you can find in every department on every university 

of the world... 

5-If there were life on Mars, would you consider to legitimate the introduction of 

terrestrial organisms that could compete and, perhaps, displace the native life forms?  

No, not at all. We should preserve the planet for the native life forms, and restrict 

ourselves to small enclaves. Nevertheless I fear that Mars has already been contaminated by 

Earth life forms, unnoticed carried on board our probes (think that several ones crashed over 

the Martian surface). 

6-If you had the opportunity to be part of a colony in Mars, would you be 

interested in accepting it, considering what it would entail (living in underground cities, in 

precarious conditions, etc)?  

Yes!! Where do I have to sign?? 



7-Which selection process do you think would be the most adequate for choosing 

the humans colonizers of Mars?  

I think the first colonizers should be (will be) scientists, to explore and study the 

planet, its geology, the possible Martian life forms, etc. Much in the vein the bases we have in 

Antarctica. Differently to what happened in the wild west, colonist will not have the 

opportunity to get gold from Martian mines and go back to Earth to sell it, as it is a one year 

long trip. Mars will not be (at least in the initial stage) a place for people that just want to 

get rich.  

8-Sci-Fi has proposed two different approaches related to the colonization of other 

planets: terraforming and on the other hand, the genetic modification of humans in order 

to adapt them to harsh environments. In you opinion, which is the best option?  

We have been always good in changing our environment to adapt it to us, not the 

contrary. I think that’s what we will have to do. Terraforming will be an extreme case of this, 

a complete environmental change, but maybe we will not need to go so far in many cases. 

Nevertheless, as generations passes, the different gravity, oxygen outcome, etc... will 

introduce changes in the colonists (although not necessarily genetic changes). 

9-Is the terraforming of Mars doable in long-term?  

I think it seems it is, but maybe if we really start the terraforming of Mars, several 

problems (I don’t know which ones) could arise during the process, which even could abort 

the whole process. 

10-What would you say to all people who think it is better to invest money in 

order to obtain knowledge about terrestial living forms before starting research to find 

aliens on other planets. 

I think both fields of research complement each other! Are indeed two faces of the 

same mystery: the origin of life in the Universe. Invest money in knowledge, in any field, is 

always a good idea.   

11-What do you think about the impossibilities of modifying some physical 

parameters of Mars  (e.g the presence of a weak magnetosphere and  the changing rotation 

axis) and  their possible effects on Mars terraforming process?   

The changing rotation axis is at the moment just a hypothesis, and the postulated 

changed would be veeery slow to affect the terraformation. But the weak magnetosphere can 



be a problem, indeed. I think houses and dresses should have some kind of shielding against 

ionizing radiation coming from the Sun. It that sense, a completely terraformed Mars would 

not be exactly a second Earth. 

12-Terrestial organisms are adapted to the environments that they inhabit, where 

their biological efficacy is much higher than the one that they would have in any martian 

environment. Do you think  leaving a terrestrial organism in Mars might affect the survival 

of its species? Could that also affect the interactions that it might establish in a nascent 

biosphere with other species?  

As Steve J. Gould stated, an organism that lives in a given environment is not 

necessarily the best adapted to it. It just doesn’t have a better adapted competitor near. The 

proof of this is the ecological problems we have sometimes when a new species is introduced 

in a new environment. If the Spanish river crab would have been the river crab best adapted 

to the Spanish rivers, then the American river crab would never have displaced it! Therefore 

don’t be so sure that Earth organisms would be less efficient in Mars than Martian 

organisms. 
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Alberto González Fairén: AfterstudyingBiology, He gothisPhD in biology at 

AutonomousUniversityof Madrid andiscurentlyworkingboth at SETI instituteand in 

theSpaceScienceandAstrobiologydepartment at Ames ResearchCenterof NASA.  

 

ANSWERS 

1-Do you think space exploration and terraforming other planets are necessary 

conditions for the survival of our species? 

Exploration, indeed. Not only because we need more resources and more space, but 

also because we need to investigate and colonize new places: that’s what makes us humans. 

I’m not sure terraforming is a very realistic goal. 

2-What do you think about the economical and social cost that this project would 

imply? 

The economic/social costs of exploration will be minimal compared to the benefits. 



3-Faced with the dilemma of trying to solve the problems of our planet (famine, 

ecological disasters, overpopulation, etc.) or colonizing another one in which a new 

civilization could be founded, what do you think would be the best option? 

No dilemma here. We have money and capacity enough to solve all the problems on 

Earth and go to space at the same time, provided that we take the resources from other areas 

in which we spend the vast majority of our efforts now: weapon industry and development is 

the best example. 

4-Do you think the colonization of another planet like Mars might be a new 

opportunity for humans to start again, trying to avoid the mistakes of the past? 

Define mistakes. But probably not, we are what we are. Only, probably the smarter 

we become, the better for us all. If we manage to be a savvier species, our mistakes will be 

reduced. 

5-If there were life on Mars, would you consider to legitimate the introduction of 

terrestrial organisms that could compete and, perhaps, displace the native life forms? 

It depends. We’d need to characterize such martian life first. If it is the same life as on 

Earth (same biochemistry), then we can assume some kind of transport of life between Earth 

and Mars in the past (meteorites). In this case, I don’t see the problem. If we found that 

martian life is another totally different biology, then we have a problem. We need to 

absolutely ensure the survival of that different biosphere. But, at the same time, we need to 

continue our development as species into the solar system. The equilibrium in this case would 

be essential, and difficult to attain.  

6-If you had the opportunity to be part of a colony in Mars, would you be 

interested in accepting it, considering what it would entail (living in underground cities, in 

precarious conditions, etc)? 

No, but I’m a bad example, I have a family so I can’t think just in myself. Anyway, I 

know many people that would. And I would have answered “yes” when I was younger. 

7-Which selection process do you think would be the most adequate for choosing 

the humans colonizers of Mars? 

No idea. But they must be scientists (including doctors) and engineers, that’s for sure. 



8-Sci-Fi has proposed two different approaches related to the colonization of other 

planets: terraforming and on the other hand, the genetic modification of humans in order 

to adapt them to harsh environments. In you opinion, which is the best option? 

I see none of them as options. The first is difficult to imagine today, and the proposers 

of the second one don’t have a clue about biology.The only doable option I see is the 

construction of settlements as those you describe in question 6. 

9-Is the terraforming of Mars doable in long-term? 

Define long. But this a very difficult question to answer. With the current 

technological capabilities and our knowledge of biology and physics, the answer is no. 

“Assuming” a huge scientific and technological development, who knows. 

10-What would you say to all people who think it is better to invest money in 

order to obtain knowledge about terrestial  living forms before starting research to find 

aliens on other planets 

See my answer in 3. 

11-What do you think about the impossibilities of modifying some physical 

parameters of Mars  (e.g the presence of a weak magnetosphere and  the changing rotation 

axis) and  their possible effects on Mars terraforming process?  

These are good reasons for my answers in 8 and 9. 

12-Terrestial organisms are adapted to the environments that they inhabit, where 

their biological efficacy is much higher than the one that they would have in any martian 

environment. Do you think  leaving a terrestrial organism in Mars might affect the survival 

of its species? Could that also affect the interactions that it might establish in a nascent 

biosphere with other species? 

You are assuming here that there is life on Mars and we introduce an alien species 

there, a terrestrial organism capable of surviving on Mars. Then, the martian and the 

earthling will compete for space and resources, or maybe they will cooperate in some kind of 

symbiosis, or maybe one’s metabolic residues will be toxic for the other. For sure they will 

affect each other in their survival. That’s the concept of biosphere. 

 


